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PROPULSION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND
CONSIDERATIONS
U.S. SPACE
NEEDS
• Commercial k
- International competition •
(future and near term) l
BB
Space exploration InltlatlvdlLill=...."
- Affordable r
• National Security
- Responsiveness I
REQUIREMENTS
• Lower Launch Costs
- Vehicle
- Operations
• Larger Capacity
- Quick Turnaround
- Bigger Vehicles
• Highly Reliable & Robust
• High Operability &
Responsiveness
• No Environmental
Impact
• Safe
I
VEHICLES
Current
AtlasJCentaur
Titan/Centaur
STS
Delta
Titan
Future
Atlas Derivatives
Centaur Derivatives
STS Derivatives
Delta Derivatives
Titan Derivatives
ALS or NLS
Advanced Upper Stages
OTV
"7
I There Are Similar Requirements For Short Term "_
A_'al And National Needs
COST EFFECTIVE APPROACH
C REQUIREMENTS
I
_ Current Vehicles
J "Lessons Learned"
I Product Improvement I• Small block changes :<
• Test bed for new Ideas j
EXAMPLES
• Simplify System (ATLAS)
- Boost Pump Deleted
- Vernier Deleted
• Reliable Data System
• Smart BIT System
o at o eko
• Electromechunical
actuators
"Lessons Learned"
New Philosophies
1
New Vehicles _)
INTEGRATED SYSTEM 1APPROACH
EXAMPLES
• Robust & Simple Design
- Trade weight for Dollars
• Simplify Subsytams
• Minimum Needs for checkout
• Autemsteel sheokout
, AGNC
I Current Vehicles Are Prime Candidates For "_
Development Of New Technologies Which Benefit Near•
TermCommercial As Well As Far Term National Needs
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EXAMPLE:
Simple Recovery/Partial and
ATLAS E
STAGE & HALF
VEHICLE
BOOSTER RECOVERY MODULE
Limited Reuse
+ -_
ALS BRM ADP
ATLAS E
THRUST SECTION
RECOVERY SYSTEM PODS
ALS BRM CONCEPT
• Atlas E Vehicle/Flight Demonstration
- Vehicle Design Similar to ALS BRM
- Near Identical Environments
- Similar Type Recovery System
- Similar Corrosion Prevention Operations
• ALS BRM ADP Objectives
- Assess BRM Cost Feasibility
- Define Engine Reuse Requirements
- Define Engine Test Conditions
- Evaluate Refurbishment Goals
- Identify Reuse Operations/Facilities
The Atlas E flight experiment provides a technically sound,_
cost effec!ive approach to simulate real-life conditions andll
proviaes a sanity ciieck for t,he ALS BRM concept. J
COMMERCIAL VEHICLES -- NEAR TERM NEEDS--
EVOLUTIONARY APPROACH
• Use Current Vehicles To Demonstrate New Technologies & Upgrade To Make
Them Competitive
EXAMPLES
- Electromechanical Actuation
- Integrated Health Monitoring
- Booster Recovery System
- AGNC
- Expert System
- Smart BIT
- Electromechanical Pressure Control
- Critical Failure Detection
• Provide New Facilities To Test Uprated Systems
• Higher Thrust H2/02 Engines For Boosters And Upper Stages
• Clean Burning Solid Motors
Evolution of Current Vehicles Lowers Risk Of Flight "_
Failures For New System
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CONCLUSIONS
• Similar Basic And Applied Technology Needs Exist For Current
And Future Vehicles
• More Emphasis Needed On Evolution Through Demonstration Of New
Technologies On Existing Vehicles
- Improves U.S. ELV Competitiveness
- Provides Flight Experience And Reduces Risk Of Flight Failures
For Future Vehicles
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